SUMO WRESTLING

Broadway Party & Tent Rental
763-424-6155
www.BroadwayPartyRental.com

INCLUDED: 1-3 piece Mat, 2 SANITIZED Suits (with belts attached), 2 Helmets & 4 Mittens

Items are bulky so you will NEED VAN OR TRUCK TO TRANSPORT
SET UP: Clear 25’ x 25’ area
MATS: Unroll each Mat section flat, move together & attach with Velcro strips along edges to form 1 - 12’ x 13’ Mat
GETTING INTO SUITS: Sumo Wrestlers height should range from 5’0” to 6’4”. Have attendant help wrestler into suit. Lay
suit on mat face down, open suit by lifting Velcro flap, the wrestler should slide into suit. Once wrestler’s feet are sticking
out feet holes & hands out hand holes, attendant should fasten back Velcro flap & help wrestler stand onto their feet.
HELMET: Sumo Helmets are D.O.T. approved motorcycle helmets modified to be a Sumo Wig. Helmet fastens the same
as a motorcycle helmet, run strap through both loops & then back through one loop, pull to tighten.
MITTENS: The mittens are important for both durability & safety of the game. Mittens prevent wrestlers from grabbing onto
opponent’s chest of suit & tearing (if tearing occurs, you will be charged repair or replacement costs). Mittens also prevent wrestlers
from inadvertently poking eyes, causing cuts or scrapes to other wrestlers.
HOW TO PLAY: Wrestlers line up on the two small lines in center of mat. The object of a match is to wrestle opponent to
the ground or get them to step out of the ring. The match stops when a wrestler falls to the mat or steps outside the ring.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Have attendants to spot wrestlers
Wear both Helmets & Mittens!
Remove glasses, jewelry, hair accessories, etc
Prevent or catch Sumo Wrestlers from falling backwards
Use common sense when wrestling
Wrestle people of the same size

“We Rent Celebrations!”
IF EQUIPMENT’S WORKING INCORRECTLY
CONTACT BROADWAY PARTY & TENT RENTAL AS SOON AS POSSIBLE

